
120X Platform



120X Feature
Series 120X1, 485(5V) 120X2, 485(12V) 120X Non-polarity NEW FEATURE

Basic Functions   

485 Communication(4-wired)  

Non-polarity Communication(2-wired) 

Infrared Receiver   
Backlight   
Follow Me    Default Setting
Constant Airflow Test   
Buzzer   
Weekly Timer    Add day quick mode(4 points)
TWINS Control    No abailable for NA
Individual louver control   
Touch Button   
Turbo   

Backup Rotation  switch control 2 units

2 on 1(1 unit controlled by two controllers)  control with 2 controller
Auto-Restart   

Group Control (1x16)
Lock    New
Wiring（Display/CN40） CN40 CN40 CN40+Adaptor

Service Function
0-24h/12h Timer    Optional with 12 hours display
Temp.display Calibration/Compensation   

Mode Define    Auto/Auto&Heat/Auto&Cool&Dry

Basic Functions: On/Off, Mode,Temperature,Fan speed,Swing

120X1 Compaitble with Console,120X2 Compatible with light commercial duct, Cassette, Ceiling&Floor.



120X New Feature

： Horizontal or Vertical Swin

Room Temp.

Master / Slave

Follow me

Aux.Heater/Turbo

Backup rotation

Reserve



120X Main Feature

Auto Cool Dry Fan

 MODE

1.When Auto and Dry mode,the fan speed is fix speed,not adjustable

2.When Fan mode,don’t display with temp. 

Heat

 F switch to C

Hold the “+”and “-”for 3 seconds available switch Fahrenheit and Celsius

Auto Low Med High

 Fan Speed

Turbo Backup rotation Follow me

 Func

Need Confirm for active/turn off the function 



120X Connection

120X1:
 Size:

 485 communication protocol (SYNC with indoor running status)

 the power supply is 5V (just for 11M/AB),need a multifunction board and another display board

 4-core wires with plug; connected to the reserved socket from the multi function PCB

120X2:
 Size:

 485 communication protocol (SYNC with indoor running status)

 the power supply is 12V (for light commercial) and AE/AE2/OP with a multifunction board

 4-core wires with plug; connected to the reserved socket from the multi function PCB

120X: still not have develop plan
 Size:

 Non-polarity communication protocol (SYNC with indoor running status)

 2-core wires with plug; connected to the reserved socket from the multi function PCB



120X New Feature

Infrared Receiver:
 Remote controller through wire controller to control IDU（wire controller have receiver)

 Remark:Just available with the function that wire controller have,like the humidify not available

Back Light 
 120X1 is yellow back light  and 120X2 and 120X are white back light

Follow Me:
 Factory default setting with Follow me until push the cancel button

 Remark:Auto-restatrt ,even power off and on,keep the previous setting 



120X New Feature

Weekly Timer
 Quickly setting mode:available one day set on/off with 4 different time points(just set on or off)

 Fully setting mode:traditional whole week and one day 4 different time points with any mode setting

TWINS Control 

 This is not available with NA product

Individual Louver Control
 For Cassette unit(up to 24K)

Touch Button
 The first touch button wire controller of RAC



120X New Feature

Turbo
 Running with Max.fan speed(cooling will quit after 30 minutes but not heat)

Backup rotation
 One controller switch to control 2 indoor unit,especially in computer rooms

2 on 1
 2 wire controller control one IDU,like in case you need to control at first floor and second floor

Auto-Restart
 always remember the settings of the unit. If the unit loses power unexpectedly, the settings will be 

stored.When the power is restored to the system, the air conditioner unit will automatically resume 

operation in the last setting it was in (there may be a delay for compressor safety).



120X New Feature—Engineering Mode

 Follow Me Temp.display Calibration/Compensation
----In cases need to precise display temperature,it may be cause with the sensor or components 

tolerance or other situation

1.Turn off the unit

2.For 485 model Hold the “COPY” for 3 seconds then get in the engineering mode,and use “+” or “-”  

switch to “tF”,then confirm and get in the revise  setting(the number will be flash),the 

temp.available adjust from -5 ℃ to 5 ℃ with “-” or “+”,confirm that what set,the flash 

stop,touch the botton “Back” or wait for 30 second and quit.

 Temp.Inquiry
1.Turn off the unit

2.For 485 model:Hold the “COPY” for 3 seconds then get in the engineering mode,and use “+” or “-” 

switch to “Tn”(T1~T4) ,confirm and access to check temperature(the range is -19 ℃ ~99 ℃)



120X New Feature—Engineering Mode

 Pressure and Constant Air Flow setting
1.Turn off the unit

2.For 485 model:Hold the “COPY” for 3 seconds then get in the engineering mode,and use “+” or “-” 

switch to “SP” and confirm then display the present seting,use the “+” or “-” set from SP1 to SP4

3. For 485 model:Hold the “COPY” for 3 seconds then get in the engineering mode,and use “+” or “-” 

switch to “AF” and confirm to start testing,when the testing finish(around 3~6 minutes)will quit this mode. 

 Time Setting
Default is 24 hours and optional use engineer mode set 12 hours AM/PM hold with Timer and Day Off 

Together for 2 seconds.



120X New Feature—Engineering Mode

 Modes define optional
1.Turn off the unit

2.For 485 model Hold the “COPY” for 3 seconds then get in the engineering mode,and use “+” or “-”  

switch to “tyPE”(time display area),then confirm and get in the select mode

“CH” mean heat pump function(including mode with Auto/Cool/Heat/Dry/Fan)

“CC” mean cooling only function(including mode with Cool/Dry/Fan

“HH” mean heating only function(including mode with Heat/Fan)

“NA” mean don’t have Auto mode,just have mode with Cool/Heat/Dry/Fan

 Max. and Mini.Temp limit
1.Turn off the unit

2.For 485 model:Hold the “COPY” for 3 seconds then get in the engineering mode,and use “+” or “-” 

switch to “tHI” or “tLo” ,confirm and access to check temperature(the “tHI” for Max. is 25 ℃ ~30 ℃),the 

“tLo” for 17℃~24℃



120X New Feature—Engineering Mode

 Receive infrared optional
1.Turn off the unit

2.For 485 model:Hold the “COPY” for 3 seconds then get in the engineering mode,and use “+” or “-” 

switch to “rEC” in time display area,confirm to access change,”ON” is available receive with infrared 

signal and “OF” mean not available,the confirm for select

 Reset factory default setting
1.Turn off the unit

2.For 485 model:Hold the “COPY” for 3 seconds then get in the engineering mode,and use “+” or “-” 

switch to “INIt” in time display area and temp.display area with “--”,then confirm to access, use “+” or “-” 

appear with “ON” and confirm to Reset
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